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Nature Writing:
Giving Student Writing a Usable Tradition

The old idea is still around (and I think still valid) that reading

good writing helps a student become a better wriyr by Showing the student

tI!4 possibilities of the language for eloquent expression, encouraging an

ixpanded vocabulary, and providing models for both style and rhetoric.

And of course reading can give the student something to write about.

These uses also have their problems, unforturlately. if the readings

are belles lettres they do not offer direct models of expository writing.

In this case the student can write only about the reading, writing as a

critic, a completely different tradition with which the avCrage student is

little acquainted.

If the readings are from an essay anthology, the student may be con-

fronted by an intellectually diffuse variety of topics, many of which are

beyond that student's experience. The result is usually writing about the

.reading, or an artificial conc6Ction of opinions synthesized only for the

assignment.:

An anthology focussed on one subject may provide topics for writing,

and models, but such anthologies often lack a hi:Wrical context. This

may leave the student writing on "current events," or one current politi-

cal viewpoint, again N insufficient background knowledge. As a fuither

*.
hazard, Tost.composi ion.teachers know the frustration of hear;(ng a

student, excuse a poor gtade on the ground that the instructor "didn't

agree with my ideas."
. -
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Bryant 2

In each cane, both Instructor and student Licr the constant tempta-

tion to spend most of the.class's time and energy t_alking_ about the readir

which ia easy and fun, instead'Of*doing writ.ing, which can 4 hard work.

Such difficylties have frequently prompted the planners of college oomposi-

tion courses to reduce or eliminate the use of rendIngs.
;

The course I would like to tell you about offers solutions to these

problems, and opportunities not usually'available in traditional writing

course's.. This course, which I have taught at Colorado State University for

the past three years, deals with nature writing. It is taught at themsenior

level. The students who Sake it come from'a wide variety of majors, in-

cluding forestry,.the loiological sciences, engineering, philosophy, rt,a

the social sciences, and a rew from En glish. All have completed the resh-
,

man composition requiremen

I do not describe this course on the assumption that 1 writing courses

should be converted to nature writing, but rather in the belief that it con-

stitutes an example, a model for teaching writing that might be adapted to

a number of subject matter areas in whi,ch an histoxi 1 tradition can be

directly linked to. the student's own writing and ex erience.

Perhaps the best way.to begin is.with a brief/defini on Of what I mean

by nature and nature writing. Nature in the purgst sense is taken to be the

natural world not controlled by human manipulation. In practice, this be-

comes a matter of degree: ft

Nature wrlting ia, of course, writing about nature, but with very

.
specific requirements: the writer must remain true to the objective facts

of nature but at the same time present the human response to, and the human

t relationship with, nature. In a sense,.this makes the nature writer respon-

Bible for both the requiremen4 of the scientific writer and of the creative

3



Bryant -- 1

writer, also._ By this definition, the nature writer must take whal Louise

Rosenblatt calls the efferenb stance (transmit information) and also the

aesthetic stance. Neither dull, depersonalized objectivity nor romantic

.fantaSy will do. The successful nature writer must deal with real human

beings in a real Ohysical world. Neither Bambi nor The American aournal of

Botany can qualify.

In my nature writing course; this definition is applied with some rigor

both to the pterature to be read and to the writing done by the students.

The course is unusual in that it has both lecture and laboratory, two,

hours of each, eaCh week, for a three-credit-hour courde. The lecture time

is spent studying the literary tradition of nature, writingt -primarily in

England and the United States, although we dd trace the roots back to

ancient Greece and the Old Testament. The laboratory time is spent in

writing, analyzing student writing, analyzing models of nature writing, and

-taking short qteld trips to generate commop subject matter for wfiting.

assignments.irPerhaps a bilef description of the lecture and laboratory,

respectively, ill how how the course operates and what the students are

able to galn.from it.

4,

Current textbooks for the course, used both in lecture and laboratory,

.are John Coriron's anthology, :The American Landscape, Loren Eiseley's The

Immense Journey, Aldo LeopoId's A Sand Couniy Almanac, and Joseph.Wood

Krutch's The Desert Tear, In addition, readings on reserve in the library

include selections by Edward Abb Sigurd Olaon, ally Carrighei, arld Ann

vso

Zwinger.

4
The lecture portion of the course is taught very much like a literature

survey coufse, with heavy emphasis upon the cultural and intellectual his-

tory underlying the nature writing'tradition. We begin by examtning the

4.
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attitudie toward nature, and toward the human relationship with nature, im-

plicit in the Judeo-Christian and Classical traditions. From that we move

qutekly thtiough the reports of Renaissance explorers (considering, among

other things, what assumptions could lead them in 'all honesy to report some

of the fictitious wonders about which they wrote) . Always we keep before us

the assumptiom each nge made about nature, and how these assumption!Z; shaped

-

what and how they wrote about nature,,,-

The modern trkidition of naturo,writing might be said to have begun with

the eighteenth century, although in America the Puritans in the seventeenth

century Aid mti011 to establish ideas about nature that still affect our

thinking. Vie consider the Puritans, the Deists of the eighteenth century,

and the Romantics and the Realists of the ninlfeenth century, alwors through

ihe medium of the nature writers-13f each age. Along the way we make con-

.,
nections with the scientific and philosophical thinking of eadh age on the

one hand, and the art (particularly landscape painting) of each age on the

(

other.

By the middle of the semester'we have rug through what amounts to a

crash course on western civilization, and the students are ready to study

nature writing in the twentl,eth century, beginning with the tfansitional

figure of 'John Muir. With such'a background, the students begin ti) See be-

.

hind the writing of this century the assumptions and perceptions we have

inherited from the past. liken they read Krutch, they can hear the voice

of Henry,Thoreau. When they.read Eiseley they begin to understand how a

/-
respectable scientist can have a mystical experience floating down the South

Platt River. Theye,beceir conAgious, of the complexity of human thought and

human experience tfiat underlies any gird writing. And, wonder of wond.ers,

they.begin to realize'that such complexity and riohnesa can underlie their

\\,
A
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owp'writing when. It becomes authentic exprespion and not.lust mechanical

fulfillment of a class assignment.

For the first half of the semester, the students do not ayays nee the"

connection between what they are doing in lecture and what they are doing

in laboratory, but midway in the course, when we begin reading modern nature

writers and analyzing their work, not only as parts of a tradition but also

as models from which the 'students can draw techniques, elementaNof style,

and modes of dewelopment, the coherence of the course begins to dawn on

them. At that point,'they begin to learn to use, on their own writing, some

of the analytical techniques we have employed in studying the tradition.

For some it is the first time in their liVes they have made any direct con-.

nection between what they are doing and history.

Two progressive frameworks are used in laboratory, mare or less simul-
,\..1

.taneously. One progression is from the stance of personal expression by the

writer through a gradual distancing of the writer from the work until the

emphasis is less on personal expression and more on giving the reader a new

*expefience of nature through .the medium of writing. In achieving this

progression we discuss such concepts as Keats's negative capabilityeand

Ellot's objective correlative. We consider ways in which we can,....as

writers, move fromo fairly naive Impulge to put our feelings into.words,

to a more soFlhisticated consideration of ways to create in the reader's

experience a particular set of reactions. In short, we move from writing

as a private behavior to writing As a social act directed. toward -others.

In the process, students learn to achieve critical distance from their

own writing and to see it as something to be consciously crafted. When

students can finally see their writing as aptartitact to be shaped and

polished for a purpose, rather than merely a.blurting out of their

ire
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ephemeral feelings, then it 18 possible to teach them style and.rhvtorical

technique. Then they can adopt a given,point of view consciously, and

create not a naive shadow of themselves bjt rather a persona to be per-

ceived by the reader. 64!

,In the meantime, writing assignments also follow a pattern related to

a set of modes .of discourse. This set is somewhat modified from the tradi-

tional description, narration, exposition, and arguMentektion of Alexander,

Bain, but 1 is based on that well known quartet. The four we use, .in the

order in ich we take them up, are description, appreciation, interpreta-

tion, and persuasion. As you.can see, Baln's seCond element, narration, is

replaced by apprecidtion, and his third,exposition, is called interpreta-

\
tion, really rully an elaborated form of expbsition, Finally, I prefer to

speak of persuasion rather than argumentation beCause I try to teach my

students.non-adversarlal modes of persuasive writing. Perhaps a brief

description of what we try-to accoMplish under each of these headings will

be useful.

We begin our laboratory writing with description. Our first,exercise

is to go together to a small picnic area ct the campus "Sherwood Forest"--

to prepare two descriptions of the area. One is to be an objective, scien-

tific description written in the style of a professional scientific journal.

Such a description will give only factual data conerning size, location,

apparent use, species of trees, birds, and mammals present, and so on. This

will be the wily "scientific" writing done this semester.

The second description is also to give any relevant objective facts

about the area, but the speaking voice of the author is to play

this descriptions This description presents Sherwood Forest with the writer

a
as a real, live human being perceiving the forest and reacting to it, rather
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than as a dispassionate sensing instrument. In effect, the second essay Is

a description of the experience of being in Sherwood Forest.

As we work oh the descriptions together, on the scene, we do various

exercises in perceiving for example, concentrating on one sense At a

.time and Making notes on the stimuli available td that sense. This can be

n very useful set'of exercises, because most of us are so oriented toward
. r

vision that we tend to neglect the other senses in writing description.

Among other goals, this exercise is intended to fix clearly in mind

the difference between scientific writing and the kind of nature writing we

*will be doing during the semester. All the work on description is intended

to encourage the Student to perceive clearly, accurately, and in detail,

with all of and to use that perception in 'presenting a fully

human response to What fs perceived. Br that I mean that the writer is to

describe not only from a physical viewpoint, but from an intellectual and

emotional viewpoint as well. The scientific writer will tell the reader

about Sherwood Forest. The nature writer ideally will give the reader a

-perception of Sherwood Forest.

After,perhaps three laboratdrysessions on description, in which we

criticize each other's work, analyze brief examp1e8 of effective descrip-
,

tion, and revise in consultation and alone, we move on to the writing of

appreciation. We have already begun including the observer in the descrip-

tion, blit as we work our way into the writing of appreciation we begin

shifting the writer's attention from expressing his or her own response

toward creating in the reader a similar response. Such a response may in-

elude perception, emotion, evaluatibn, And it will requiie both efferent

and aesthetic considerations.

8
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In so pres4ing to the reader.an eXperience that becomes,the reader's,

-the writer inevitably uses both description and narration, thus adding the

missing element from Bain's modeo of discourse.

During the time we are wor,king on appreciation, we use a laboratory s

period for a field trip to a small nature center along the Cache la Poudre

MO
River near the campus. The area is a wooded floodplain with a variety of

vegetation, birds, and small mammals. This again gives the students a

common set of experiences from which to write. This common familiarity

with the general subject helps when the students are critiquing each other's

papers. ft also helps those students who have not had a great deal of out-

door experience feel more nearly on equal terms with those who have toured

Glacier Bay in a kayak or climbed all the fourteenerri in Colorado.

By the time the laboratory work has progressed ,to dealing witki inter-

pretive writing, the reading in lecture will have come up tO the4entieth

century. At that point, everything in tbe course begins to come together

for the student. ,In the)laboratory, the student has acquired skills in

description, narratiA14 and evoking appreciation. He or she can now bring A
.>

4

those skills to interpretation; writing that combines rational understand-
..

ing of processes' and relationships with the experience of appreciation

that is greatli deepened by understanding. The efferent and the aestheWic

are -both brought fully into play. Here particularly the writer must be

true Poth'to the objective, physical world out there, and also to the

human -&:onsiousneis perceiving it.

t,
Again to assure that the students have direct experience from which to

write,swe devote.one laboratory period to a trip to a small state park in

the fodthilla just west,of the campus. After a brisk hike up a steep

trail we can atop and consider a pariorama of mountains and plains. We can

qv
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see a variety of plant communities; we probably have seen some AbertIn

squirrels and their relationship.witp the ponderosa pine; there will prob-
.

. ably be hawks sailing the thermals above the .eliff fdces; we may with luck

encounter mule deer or a rattlesnake;and we get a fine view of the hogbacks

created from ehe overlying sedlibbntary beds when the Rocky Mountains rose.

All in all, we have plenty of topics for interpretive writing,
f

Finally, near the end of the semester, the laboratory work moves on

to persuasion. I use this term rather than argumentation because I encour-

udents to see that a reader mayklibe movea to action on an issue (the

e of varsuasive writing) through fudicious use of all the techniques

of writing we have been developing through the entire semester. Descfip-

tion, appreciation, interpretation all, when well done, can move a reader

to action without necessarily having to take an argumentptive stance. A

reader who becomes aware of the beauty of a peregrine falcon, and who under-

stands the role such falcons play in the biological community, will likely

be persuaded to help save the peregrine falcon frOm extinction.

I do insist that the student write on a real fsque with two arguable

sides. Merely advocatingbenuty and truth is simple enough, but it doesn't

achiev.e anything. Clear air or lower prices, a free-running wild river Or

a plentiful water supply -- those are the kinds of real choices facing en-

vironmentalists. Writing to advocate the choice of one desirable outcome

over another, also desirable, outcome is more difficult than merely favbr-

ing "good" over "evil," but it is:more responsible, and truer to the real
t.

world of human decisions

As I have already suggested, by the middle of the semester the reading

in the lecture has begun to relate very clearly with the writing in the

laboratory. Not only do the students'find, in that reading, useful models

10
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for their own writing, but also by understanling the- Mean and assnmptions

behind the works th6y'fire reading -- Krutch's transcendentalism, Leopold's

- ecological pragmatigm, Abbey's klialectic they *gin to become more aware

of their own assumptions and to analyze them, in the vernacular, they be-

gin to understand where they themselves are "coming from." Thin makes them

4.11 both better readers and more perceptive and effective writers.-

The net result of this course in intended to be a series of connections:

perceptive reading connected to effective writthg; a whole cultural tradi-

tion of the arts and sciences connected to a given individual's perception

of the natural world; and 'most important, close ties, perhaps for the first .

ttme, among d student"s own perceptions pnd experiences, that student's own

writing, and an established and clearly understood literary tradition.

History, philosophy, art are at last joined with daily experidtce.

Paul Bryant
Colorado State University
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